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TRICK TAKING GAMES GENRE

TRICK TAKING GAMES GENRE – Trick taking games originated in China in the second millennium. The first in Europe 
was Karnöffel in 1426 at the Bavarian town Nördlingen. Today, there are over 159 Trick Taking Games. Plain-trick 
games count the number of tricks taken such as contract bridge, whist, and spades. Point-trick games focus on the 
value of the cards in taken tricks such as pinochle, the tarot family, Briscola, and hearts. Trick-avoidance games have 
the players avoid taking some or all tricks exemplified in games like Reversis or Polignac. Trick-and-draw games are 
trick-taking games in which the players can fill up their hands after each trick. Trick Taking games along with Poker are 
so popular that they have come synonymous with playing cards.

KNOWLEDGE (BOOK) INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES
Knowledge is facts and information accumulated by science. It is the theoretical and practical understanding 
of a subject foundational to science and technology.

TECHNOLOGY (GEAR) INDUSTRY, MANUFACTURING
Technology is the application of scientific knowledge for practical purposes. Engineering is the creative 
application of science and math to the design and construction of machines, systems, and processes.

SERVICES (GLOBE) MARKETING
Services are the integration of knowledge, science and technology to create a product to benefit 
consumers. Services provide a benefit or product for a customer.

SCIENCE (BEAKER) RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
Science is organized knowledge with testable explanations. The natural sciences (biology, chemistry, and 
physics) study nature. The social sciences (economics, psychology, and sociology) focuses on societies. The 
formal sciences (logic, mathematics, and computer science) are for abstract concepts.

THE TECH DECK

THE DOMAINS (SUITS) OF THE TECH DECK

Playing cards were created in China during the 9th Century. Playing cards were imported into Europe from Mamluk,
Egypt, in 1370. By 1377, the French used playing cards with Hearts, Diamonds, Clubs and Spades. The Tech Deck
MODERNIZES classic playing cards by depicting 21st century concepts on each card. It is PORTABLE and VERSATILE:
play games anywhere, any time with anyone. It is a GAME PLATFORM you can play many games with.

GAME OBJECTIVE & WINNING THE GAME

OBJECTIVE OF THE GAME – The objective of the game is to score points. Players score points by bidding accurately,
winning tricks, and winning tricks containing cards matching the domain of their goal card. Skillful negotiation and
trading helps players score by improving their odds to win tricks or take tricks with cards matching their goal cards.
GAME END – The game ends after three rounds of play. Each round has 6 tricks.

GOAL CARDS – Take out the value-1 cards (Aces) of Each Suit from the deck. These are goal cards. Deal a goal card 
face-up to each player. The Goal card of a player is considered to be player controlled. Expel (remove) the Wild Cards.
TRUMP DECK – Take out the value-2 cards of each domain to form a Trump domain deck. Shuffle.
DRAW DECK – Shuffle the rest of the cards including unused goal cards to form the draw deck. Then, set the draw 
deck to the side of the play area.

GAME SETUP
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TRICKS OF THE TRADE GAME PLAY

Tricks of the Trade is played in rounds. Each round is composed of the following Phases:
1. DEAL CARDS PHASE – At the start of each round, deal 10 cards to each player from the draw deck. 
2. TRUMP DOMAIN PHASE – Reveal the top card of the Trump Domain deck to be the Trump domain for this round. If 
the Trump domain card is exchanged during game play, the domain of the new card is the Trump domain this round. 
3. TRADING PHASE – Going around the table starting with the player whose goal card matches the Trump domain 
card, each player may perform one trade with one other player. If there is no goal card match use the Domain rank 
(knowledge, science, technology, service). In a 2-player game, you may also trade with the top card of the deck or the 
revealed Trump card. Players may trade up to two cards during one trade. You may only trade one card with the deck 
or the Trump card and are those trades are automatically accepted. Players must mutually agree on what to exchange. 
Player trades are binding once agreed upon. Exchanges may include cards that are not revealed to anyone, it is a face-
down card that is part of a trade. Players must trade truthfully based on what is negotiated and promised to be 
traded. Players are allowed to fish for information. The trading time for any individual player has a 5-minute time limit.
4. BIDDING PHASE – Each player simultaneously makes a secret bid for the number of tricks they think they will take 
this game round. Then, the bids from all players are revealed simultaneously. The person who made the highest bid is 
the first player. 
5. GAME EFFECTS PHASE – Starting with first player, game effects from one card (in hand) can be played before the 
Tricks Phase. Card effects can only draw from the draw deck and discard. You may not draw from the Trump deck or 
interact with the Trump discard pile via game effects. However, the trump deck card is considered a neutral card and 
can be affected by game effects. Game effects may change, copy or affect the Trump card of the round.
6. TRICKS PHASE – The Tricks phase in each round has 6 hands of play for a total of 6 tricks to be won. The first player 
leads with any card. Then, subsequent players must follow with a card that matches the domain (suit) of the led card. 
Otherwise, they may play any card from their hand. The person who played the highest value card of the led domain 
wins the trick. A value 1 card (Ace) counts as value 1. A value 13 card (King) counts as value 13. A trump domain card 
has a higher worth than other non-trump cards played. If more than one trump domain card is played, the highest 
value trump card wins the trick. The player who won the trick will lead the next trick.
7. SCORING PHASE – A player scores 1 base point per trick they win. A player winning at least their bid scores +1 point. 
A player exactly making their bid scores +3 points. A player scores +1 point for every trick that has a card matching the 
domain of their goal card. A player who wins all 6 or none of the tricks in the round scores +2 points. 
8. END OF ROUND CLEANUP – Reset the Trump Domain deck and expel (remove from the game) the value-2 card 
matching the domain that was trump in this past round. Then, shuffle the remaining cards in the Trump Domain deck. 
Gather all the remaining non-goal cards. Shuffle those to form a new draw deck. Note: Players keep their individual 
Goal card dealt to them at the start of the game. 
9. END OF GAME – The game ends after 3 rounds. Start a new round by going back to the Deal Cards phase.

TRICKS OF THE TRADE GAME PLAY EXAMPLE

TRADE EXAMPLE

NEGOTIATION: Player #1 says “I am looking for a 
Service domain (suit) card.” Player #2 says “I have 
a 4-value card but that’s the trump domain so it 
should be worth a little more”. Player #1 says “ok, 
understood, I have 7 of Technology I can trade; 
and I’ll throw in an extra blind (face down) card 
since Service is current trump domain”. Cards 
promised from hand are not revealed until the 
actual exchange. Players must truthfully negotiate. 
You may NOT lie about the card in your hand. You 
ARE allowed to fish for information.
COMMITMENT: Player #1 says: “Do we agree to 
this trade?” Player #2 agrees. Once an agreement 
is reached, the trade is binding. 
CARDS EXCHANGE: The promised cards from the 
trade are exchanged.

Player #2Player #1

“Negotiation” “Negotiation”

Cards Exchanged

Cards Exchanged
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END OF GAME SCORING

END OF GAME SCORING – For each player, add up the points won from each round. The highest score wins. In the 
case of tie, the player whose goal card matches the remaining card in the Trump deck wins. Otherwise, the player who 
scored the most base points wins. If still tied, the player who won the highest value card wins. Domain rank order is 
knowledge (lowest), science, technology, service (highest).



TRICKS OF THE TRADE GAME PLAY EXAMPLE
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1. CARD – An individual card which has a value, a domain (suit) and a game effect.
2. DISCARD – Discarded cards go to the discard.
3. DOMAIN – One of the four suits in the game (information, technology, science, services).
4. (Domain symbols) – The four domain symbols are equivalent to suits.
5. EXCHANGING – Exchanging two cards causes two cards to swap places putting one where the other card was.
6. EXPEL – A card that is expelled is permanently removed from the game.
7. PICK – The act of selecting something (a player, card, company).
8. SUIT – A term used inter-changeably with domain. The traditional suits (club, heart, spade, diamond) are also

printed on the cards in the Tech Deck to help you acclimate to domains.

TERMS & DEFINITIONS

TECH DECK RESOURCES: RULES, VIDEOS

Rules and videos for Tech Grid Poker, Tech City, Tech Exchange, Tech Chess, Gears of Industry, Chronological, Elevator 
Pitch, Peer-to-Peer, Cardoku, Newsworthy, Card Barrage and Prisoner’s Trilemma are at my homepage 
cheung.interzone.com, Boardgamegeek (BGG) and my Youtube channel. 
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TRICK PHASE EXAMPLE

LEADING: The Tricks phase in each 
round has 6 hands of play for a total of 
6 tricks to be won. Player #1 bid 3, so 
she is the first player. She leads with any 
card and chooses the 7-Technology. 
FOLLOWING: Subsequent players must 
follow with a Technology domain (suit) 
matching the domain of the led card. 
The others do not have any. They play a 
Service domain cards instead. Player #2 
plays the 4-Service. Player #3 plays the 
10-Service. 
WINNING THE TRICK: The Service 
domain is the trump domain in this 
round. So, the 4 and 10 have a higher 
worth than other non-trump cards. 
Because more than one trump domain 
card was played, the highest value 
trump card wins the trick. Player #3 
wins the trick. Player #3 will lead the 
next trick since she won the current 
trick.
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